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EDITOR’s NOTE
Well Bloemfontein has come and gone. Midmar is behind us and the season 2013/2014 has come to a close.
One of the highlights of last season has to be, that we Registered a record number of swimmers. Well done to
all of you for hauling out the "Cozzie" and taking the plunge.
We are still in the process of finalising details regarding our position for Masters Swimming with SSA. Check
the latest news in the message from our President below.
I will also be covering some news from Nationals in the Free State section. For those that attended it will be a
trip down memory lane and for those, who for many different reasons did not make it, it will give you some
idea of what you missed and also what to expect next year in Johannesburg.
Big congratulations must go to Sanderina Kruger for her World records. She set 2 World Records in Gala’s prior
to Nationals and then another 2 during Nationals.
There will be coverage of Masters at Midmar 2014 in Ann Gray’s Open Water Report, where once again our Masters Swimmers excelled.
Do read up on the News from The Regions, as this hopefully motivates you all to recruit friends and family in the other regions to join
Masters Swimming.
There is a great piece from Annemarie Dressler on how to keep going during the winter months. This is so very important for you all not to
lose touch with your fitness levels. It does take us longer, and it is a hell of a lot harder to pick up again if you take a break.
Don’t forget to check out all the latest swimming schedules for any winter swims either in the pool or Open Water. You can get all your
local contact details form Joyce Fyfe, our wonderful secretary or check on the SAMS Website.
Registrations are now open for the season 2014/2015 so be the early bird and sign up now. There are two opportunities to win back your
registration fees. One is the Early Bird Lucky Draw and the other is for new members using the lucky number on the SAMS Brochure.
In closing to make everyone's life a little easier I am going to advocate that they install mini escalators on the starting blocks because, dam
they are getting high.
So till we all meet again, at whatever function it might be, well done for last season and here's to the NEXT. 2014/2015 here we come!

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Hi fellow masters.
Nationals 2014 has come and gone and what a fantastic time was had by all. Congratulations and a huge
thank you to Free State masters for a job well done.
At the AGM we indicated SAMS’ relationship with SSA was changing and I thought I should bring you up to
speed on the latest developments in this regard.
SAMS has prepared a one page document entitled “Principles defining SAMS’ new relationship with SSA”
(dated 20 March 2014). This document which replaces the MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) referred
to at the AGM, embodies two important principles. Firstly, masters themselves shall remain in control of
masters swimming and secondly, fees levied by SSA and SSA affiliates shall be affordable taking cognizance
of FINA’s fundamental theorem that masters compete for fitness, friendship and understanding, representing clubs.
Discussions have been held with SSA and some SSA affiliates (viz., regional aquatic associations) and there is general support for the
principles referred to above. Rest assured, SAMS will continue to do its utmost to ensure that Masters will continue to function as before
albeit within the structures of SSA and SSA affiliates.
With the onslaught of winter keep well and keep swimming!
Anton
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Winter season – Should I rest or train?Written by Annemarie Dressler
BA (HMS) (Hons), Registered Biokineticist
The Internet Swimming Coach

Many older Masters Swimmers still believe that a good long rest after nationals will do them a world of good and set up their
new season. This prompted me to take a look at what happens physiologically to the body during prolonged rest. When we
train we place a greater demand on the body than that to which it is used. This is called overload and this stress prompts the
body to make certain adaptations. These are numerous and include structural and functional changes to the heart (increased
cardiac output, decreased heart rate at rest), circulation (increased blood volume, oxygen carrying capacity, removal of waste
products, delivery of nutrients to the muscles and decreased blood pressure at rest), lungs (better vital capacity and
perfusion), nerves (better reaction time and nerve conduction), muscles (increased strength and endurance), renal system
(better acid-balance and lactate tolerance), metabolic systems (more mitochondria, increased fat metabolism and glucose
uptake) and work capacity (increased enzymes and hormones) to name but a few!
To keep on improving our fitness we have to progress the overload of training by gradually increasing the volume, intensity
and duration of our training. We can also maintain our level of fitness by controlling our training during a taper or
competition period with higher intensity swimming at a lower volume. If we however stop training a reversal of these
adaptations take place within several weeks or even days. This is called detraining. The higher the level of performance the
greater the losses are due to detraining. Detraining also affects feel for the water and swimmers may experience weight
increases that affect swimming efficiency and performance.
Not all adaptations reverse at the same rate though. Muscle strength losses will occur within two to three weeks post
competition but will only significantly start to decrease after four weeks of rest. Strength training increases the size (crosssectional area) of muscle fibers and uses protein to build the tissues. When the muscles are in a state of disuse or even
reduced strength training, proteins are no longer needed and they begin to break down, muscle fibers themselves change,
energy enzymes reduce and hormones wane.
Studies show that endurance or cardiorespiratory fitness is even more sensitive to the cessation of training. Athletes may lose
all gains of endurance training in just a few weeks. This decline starts within one week if training is not maintained.
This brings us to the question if Cross Training is beneficial during the off-season. In Wikipedia Cross Training is defined as:
Training in sports other than the one that athlete competes in with a goal of improving overall performance. Land or strength
training is thus not included in this definition and should be included in all swimming programs. The first exercise training
principle has always been specificity. Specificity is based on the SAID principle (Specific Adaptation to Imposed Demands). A
rather fancy way of saying that you get good at what you train! Sprinters will only swim faster if they train fast. Long slow
distance makes long slow swimmers…
Bringing this back to the physiological adaptations discussed earlier, it stands to reason that adaptation of the body to a
workload is directly related to the specific overload stresses applied during training. It has been proven in many research
studies that Cross Training with running and cycling DO NOT translate into swimming gains. Also specific strength is lost faster
than general strength. Therefore it is important to maintain specific strength training in the water, especially at the end of the
season.
So just to summarize briefly: A cessation of only a few weeks in training may lead to the many physiological, bio-chemical and
hormonal changes, which would adversely affect swimming strength, fitness and performance. This holds true for both
competitive and recreational swimmers. There is even evidence to suggest that those athletes who take extended breaks
from training have suffered unnecessary illnesses or injury when forced to adapt to increased workload volumes at rates that
pushed them beyond their limits. Only year-round systematic training induces long-term stable adaptation which makes it
possible to increase swimming performance. Swimming appears to be a highly specific activity, which does not gain nor provide
benefits from/to other activities such as cycling and running.
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I have asked some of our top swimmers about their winter training and here are some of their replies.

Andre Steynberg:
1.
How long do you stop training after Nationals?
I don’t stop especially if I am attending World Champs.
2.
Do you do any Cross Training in the 6 months post Nationals? If yes, what and how often?
I generally train for an hour in the pool 2 to 4 times a week with some land cross training in between (push-ups, sit-ups,
squats and arm exercises with dumbbells).
3.
Do you swim/train differently during this time?
I carry on the same way for the whole year but taper for one or two weeks before Nationals or other big competitions. I
sometimes increase swimming frequency to 5 times a week for a month or two before a taper for World Champs. I will
usually stop training for a couple of weeks after World Champs and when going on holiday in December and another week
during the year.

Morag Bromfield:
1.
How long do you stop training after Nationals?
I take a week off all exercise then I still train for another month after Nationals because we have an April gala in this warmer
part of the world. If attending Worlds, then I continue training after a week off. If not, I swim about 3 times a week. I never
swam in the winter when I was at school, which set me apart from the other swimmers, but this way, swimming keeps my
focus without becoming too boring!!
2.
Do you do any Cross Training in the 6 months post Nationals? If yes, what and how often?
Yes, in the off-season, I focus on strength training with gym work, treadmill, rowing, reps using low weights, cycling, and core
work. I visit the gym about 3 to 4 times a week for an hour.
3.
Do you swim/train differently during this time?
I swim 3 times a week for the pure pleasure of swimming, with focus on stroke and technique, kicking and arms only and
drills, but no sprint work at all in the winter.

Heather Campbell:
1.
How long do you stop training after Nationals?
I don’t really stop training as such. I probably do not do a heavy session for a week or 2 afterwards but I will still, do training
sessions and go and swim in the sea, gym or cycle. I really enjoy exercise. I don’t always do it at high intensity but do try to
do something +/- 5 days a week.
2.
Do you do any Cross Training in the 6 months post Nationals? If yes, what and how often?
Yes I do lots of Cross Training. I do not swim in the pool 6 days a week even before Nationals – maybe I should then I would
get better results!!!! However I am very pro gym a couple of times a week. As we get older we need the weights training to
keep our bones strong. I also enjoy spinning or cycling and, of course, can never resist a swim in the sea. We in Durban are
blessed with the warm water so we often do a ‘training’ session in the sea which will not just be a long slow distance swim
but will be +/-3kms where we makeup ‘exercises’ that stretch us a bit and push the heart rate up. It also ensures you don’t
always just stop to play in the waves!!!
3.
Do you swim/train differently during this time?
I always swim min of 3xs per week – usually Mon, Wed and Fri. I swim these days mainly because it fits in with my coaching
and teaching business. We always try to make the sessions around the 3km distance to keep the fitness level up.
For the full list of references please contact me at tisc@vodamail.co.za

Andre Steynberg

Morag Bromfield
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Heather Campbell

OPEN WATER SWIMMING – Ann Gray
Master Swimmers at Midmar Mile
The 41st Aquelle Midmar Mile was enjoyed by many Masters Swimmers from all over the country. In Event 1 on Saturday, when
swimming conditions were ideal, it was wonderful to see many Master swimmers volunteering and encouraging novices’ swimmers as
well as physically and mentally disabled swimmers to swim across the dam. Various Masters Clubs had Gazebos dotted around the dam,
with many Masters Swimmers popping in to meet their swimming colleagues.

Lorraine Jimmy Merle and Di

Marissa

Jenny

Ann Gray 25 year award

Congratulations to Gail Bristow of Cape Town Masters who received an award for attending Midmar Mile for 40 years. Ann Gray of
Highway received her 25 year attendance award. Ted Beukes (Coelacanths) received a trophy for the oldest male finisher (83) and Lorna
Cochran a trophy for the oldest female (90). Congratulations to all the Master Swimmers who were in podium positions and to all who
participated.
A few Master swimmers took part in the 10km and 3km swim which was held on the Monday, in conjunction with SA Open water
championships.

Gail Bristow (Cape Town) on right. 2nd 41+ Ladies Barbara Bowley 1st, (Highway),
Jill Hanass-Hancock 2nd (East Coast) and
Barbara Fraatz 3rd (Coelacanths)

Owen and Caren 3k

83 year old Ted

Dereck

For details results go to www.midmarmile.co.za and click on the 2014 MIDMAR MILE RESULTS
3km Qualifying Times for SAMS OPEN WATER Colours
If there are swimmers that have done 2 qualifying times for 3km for SAMS Open Water colours and not as yet sent in your application,
for the 2013/2014 season (1st May 2013 to 30th April 2014) please do. The form is available on the SAMS website
www.samastersswimming.com. Please e-mail to Ann Gray. E-mail address anngray@telkomsa.net

Guy and Carol

Four Men and a Baby

Gary Albertyn

Open Water swimming is really taking off in South Africa with more and more Masters Swimmers participating. There is usually a lull in
the off season except for the Dolphin Mile series in Durban. As soon as I have confirmed dates for 2014/2015 I will distribute them to the
regions and also have them posted on the SAMS website
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News from the Regions
TSHWANE Report from Joyce (Her own national’s mini report)
YIPEEEEE FOR COELACANTHS’! THEY WON-THEY WON
Thank you to all our members that participated in the Bloemfontein Nationals. As Owen would say, we had a BLAST! You all
had amazing swims! The team spirit was awesome!
1st. Coelacanths 3058

2nd Cape Town 2668

Nationals from our perspective, were such 4 great days.
Coelacanth’s members walking away with so many medals.

3rd Wahoo 1859

Our Meagan Albertyn was chosen for the dash for cash 19-49
women, Sabine Verryn and Annemarie Dressler 50 and Over
Women. Men 19-49 Leonard Langenhoven was also chosen for
the Dash for Cash, but unfortunately had to withdraw. Next year
Leonard!! Gary Albertyn and Harold Ruck were chosen for the
Men 19-49. Well done to all, you made us proud. One of our
members, who wish to remain anonymous, donated, in the name
of Coelacanths, an extra R1, 000.00 for the winners, women and
men events, for the Dash for Cash 19-49 Age Groups. This is to
encourage younger swimmers to join Masters Swimming.

We started off Tuesday on arrival, we went straight to the pool to
get a good spot on the pavilion, to put up the gazebos, hang up
the banner, rope off our area, etc.
Wednesday started with the AGM, Technical Meeting and then
the 800m, 50 Free and our first Relay event. The Opening
Ceremony was at the pool. We were all seated on the pavilion,
speeches were made and the 10, 20 30 Awards were given out.
10 Year Awards went to Juanita Strydom and Sabine Verryn. The
20 Year Awards went to Koos Meyer, Ann Hanson and Kim Foster.
Well done. The Harley-Davidsons’ (that you see at a cheetah rugby
match) came in and lined up in front of the pavilion while the
captains of all clubs marched in with the club flags to ‘We are the
Champions’. It was a great start to the championships.

After all was over, Craig called everyone to the pavilion,
unbeknown to them, why! Fines!! A lot of shots were downed
and a lot of fun and laughs once again.
So many to thank. All those who helped dishing out programmes,
goodie bags, putting up and taking down banners and gazebos,
handing out NTS T-shirts and caps, Anton for running the heats so
well, Margaret and those who helped time-keep, and of course
Eric our starter. We are such a great team!

Thursday was another day of swimming. The sun came out and
we enjoyed it to the full, some of us getting sunburnt!! After all
the rain, it was worth it!! Paul Mulder was interviewed on TV re
all his achievements, and for being the oldest and only participant
in the 90+ age group. We are very proud of you Paul!

Saturday night was the Awards evening where Coelacanths were
presented with the Open Water Swim Trophy for last year in PE,
(donated by Anton) and of course the main Club Trophy. Well
done to you all, everyone getting points for the club! It was a
super venue, held at The Reservoir, Oliewenhuis. The theme
being Opie Plaas and we were all dressed up, like plaasjaapies!
Pics attached. Gauteng came in later that evening, dressed, or
should I say half dressed, with all their glitter and gold. A video
was shown on the screen, all about next years’ Nationals, to be
held at Ellis Park, 18th March to 22nd, 2015. The Gauteng
committee are going all out to make this champs an awesome,
awesome one.

Thursday evening off to Happy Hour @ Lesakeng School of
Armour, Tempe Base where there are loads of historical tanks on
show, etc. There was a display of a tank manoeuvring all over the
hills, through the water, etc. Anton was the only one on that
dangerous/exciting ride. Then there were rides on the tank, for
those who were keen. There were about 6 or more at a time and
a lot of laughs were had. The hall looked amazing, with plenty of
tables. We were in a hanger and were surrounded by all sorts of
types of tanks. We had delicious ‘Potjie Kos’, then the party
started. Thank you to Free State for a lovely evening.
Friday another day of amazing swimming and such good times
were swum by all. It rained on and off during the day, which
caused us all to rush for cover on the pavilion. The team spirit was
high, all sitting together. We also looked stunning in our NTS TShirts (given to us by NTS) to be worn on the Friday. We also
swam in our NTS Swim Caps. Friday night was enjoyed at a
restaurant, for the club team building night, at the Waterfront.
We had roughly nearly 70 Coelacanths who came and enjoyed the
evening.

Sunday was the Open Water Swim at Maselspoort which took
place in the Modder Rivier. It was a nice day, calm water, and a
lot of participants again doing either the 3k or the 1,500m
challenges. The whole Albertyn family were there to support each
other, with Megan and Gary both coming in 1st place in their
events. Well done to all who were brave enough to do the swims,
and of course all the medal winners!
Talking about being brave…….Hats off to Neville and Terry for
participating after your injuries, awesome! Neville had us in fits as
usual, either playing the guitar with his crutch or pretending to
shoot the opposition!

Saturday, the vibe now strong, saw another day of excellent
swimming. I cannot mention you all, just too many, but if you go
on the website you will see all the results.
www.samastersswimmimg.co.za
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Tshwane swimmers seen around Nationals

Coelacanth Trophy winners for the season 2013/2014
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GAUTENG REPORT

From Phoenix

With Nationals behind us, congratulations are most certainly in
order.
Phoenix had an absolutely fabulous Nationals 2014, and each and
every one of us totally deserving of a good old pat on the back.
Well done to our swimmers who competed for the very first time at a
Nationals event:
Ruth, all the way from Namibia, Theresa from Gauteng, and Bronwyn
who is soon to become a Kiwi.
(We have it on fairly good authority that Bronwyn may be in Gauteng
for next year’s Nationals.)
I am SO proud to be a Phoenix member given our overall
accomplishment in Bloemfontein and given the absolutely fabulous
spirit that each and every one of us displayed throughout the
tournament including the various social events.
Firstly, congratulations to John Petersen who received the
prestigious Charles Buck Award.
This award is given to the SAMS (South African Masters) person who
best epitomizes the true spirit of Masters Swimming.
Anyone who knows John and who is aware of his contribution to
Masters HAS to agree that this award could not have gone to a more
deserving candidate!
We are both proud and fortunate to have you batting for our team
John, thank you!
Congratulations to all our swimmers who attained specific goals and
who achieved personal bests at the tournament.
Congratulations also to those who broke records and received their
colours as illustrated below.
SA MASTERS RECORDS BROKEN IN RELAY EVENTS:
4 x 50 Mixed Free Relay Andy Rivers, Sue Leuner, Anne Jones, and
John Petersen
4 x 50 Medley Relay Women Anne Jones, Sue Leuner, Linda
Crawford, Jane Hulley
Well done to both teams for these super performances!
SA MASTERS RECORDS BROKEN IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS:
Sue Leuner in the 75 – 79 age group ostensibly enjoyed
unprecedented success by smashing 6 SA Master’s records at a single
tournament:
800 m Free, 400 m Free, 200 m Free, 100 m Free, 50 m Free, 50 m Fly
Sue also went on to receive her SA Masters Colours. We are going to
“watch your space” with great interest – well done Sue!
COLOURS FOR OPEN WATER
The deserving recipients of these awards went to Marissa Rollnick
and Tyron Venter. Well done!
Let’s keep on swimming and swimming strong Phoenix! Nationals
2015 is around the corner and we are in a very good position to tip
some more scales in a winning direction.

John Peterson Charles Buck Award
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Gauteng Report from Wahoo
Midmar Mile Memories
What a memorable weekend - lots of swimming, lots of miles, lots of
smiles, lots of waves!
Well done to those who did the 8 miles and raised funds for needy causes –
Caren Strydom, Niki Lee and Royden Tustin. Also, Graeme Parsons who
entered and completed all 8 in his training program for the English Channel
Crossing he is doing next year.
Well done to the following Top 10 finishers:
Michael Phillips
Owen Sheftz
Francois Grobler
Royden Tustin
Andy van der Spuy
Hendrik van der Hoven
Caren Strydom
Elaine Alder
On Monday we had four people who stayed over for SA Open Water
Champs.
Carole Bridges and Guy Harker participated in the 10km but according to
FINA rules they needed to stop 30 minutes after the winners came in – so
both managed to complete 7.5km. Owen Sheftz raced with top class
competitors to finish a really close third in the men’s 31 to 40 3km event
and Caren Strydom won the 41 to 50 ladies 3km race.
Finally – the youngster amongst us got his 25 year award from Midmar –
Michael Phillips started this swim at age 9 and has competed every year
since then. Amazing stuff!!!

Nationals Narratives Third place overall!!!

Wahoo has their own Miley Cyrus. Need we say more!
All that needs to be said is that Owen Shefts does what Owen
Shefts does best. You GO OWEN.
PS.This Owen is not to be confused with the Editor at any costs

Well done Wahooligans – this only the second time we have ever achieved
this.
Our Medal count: Gold – 48 Silver – 47 Bronze – 41
Other notable achievements:
DASH FOR CASH:
50+ Men: Andre Steynberg 2nd and Jacques de Villiers 4th (Royden Tustin
reserve spot)
50+ Ladies: Debbie Scott 3rd
Under 50 Men: Rowan Wittels 5th and Jaco Erasmus invited – but tummy
bug won
SAMS COLOURS:
New award to Matt Josephson
Re-award to Andre Steynberg
Qualified but must attend 3 nationals to receive: Simon Thirsk
MOST IMPROVED SWIMMER: Yvonne Barnard
400 IM CLOSEST TO WORLD RECORD: Rachelle Isakov
MALE VICTOR LUDORUM: Andre Steynberg
Wahoo also did extremely well at the Open Water event at Masselspoort.
Well done to the following medallists in both the
1km
3km:
Nikki Candy
Tracy Helps
Caren Strydom
Elaine Alder
Tocher Mitchell
Carole Bridges
Owen Sheftz
Royden Tustin
Glenn Hickling
Andy van der Spuy
Jacques de Villiers
Guy Harker
Dawn du Rand
Francois Grobler
Craig Gnesin
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FREE STATE MASTERS
FREE STATE MASTERS SWIMMING NEWSLETTER - THE NATIONALS
POSTMORTEM
Three years ago in Oudtshoorn, Danie informed us of the rather frightening news
that Bloemfontein was to be the host for Nationals 2014.
36 months away we thought - how difficult can this be.
And so slowly, the machine got moving. Fuelled by fruit of the vine, and pseudo
Italian sustenance - ok so, wine and pizza - we settled down to making lists.
And lists…………..And more lists.
Ideas were decided upon. And changed. And then changed again.
But eventually, with everyone pulling together in the right direction - except for
major sponsors - who ran quickly in the opposite direction…………….. - We managed
to pull it off.
Thanks need to go to so many people, that should one list them here, someone is
guaranteed to be left out, but specific mention needs to be made of Danie. He is a
gentle, giant of a man, whose phrase of choice towards the end became…. "One
meeting please ladies"…….where the rest of us would have just said - oh shut up!!!
Thanks Daans and Eben for putting up with the "vroumense". You can all breathe
now.
Our thanks also need to go to the SAMS committee. They kept us all sane by saying you are doing fine - it will all work out, at the most appropriate moments, when one
way tickets to the Ukraine seemed inviting.
Mr Webmaster, John Peterson, who spent valuable time on the phone to Frans
Aldrich of Free State Aquatics, whose unending patience with us loading, unloading,
amending, fixing, changing entries and relays, all in amongst a building site of dust
and noise and workmen and grinders, and green water, both need special mention.
Two very different people, who together helped us to pull it off. THANK YOU JOHN
AND FRANS.
Our AGM is being held next week, when a specific Scribe is going to be appointed for
the job of creating newsletters, so this is my third and most definitely last attempt.
Bear with me. This does not happen easily.
We were all given a wonderful opportunity to host Nationals - this exercise most
certainly took us all out of our comfort zone, stretched our abilities further than we
ever dreamed possible, and united us as a team.
This shows in our results where we managed to rake in 62 medals, and move up
from 12th place in PE, to 5th place in Bloem. Some of us didn't help too much in the
medal stakes - but we promise to try harder next year!
Best of luck to Gauteng with this mammoth task – it’s tough, but worth it in the end,
as with anything worth doing in life!
In closing, a few photo memories of what hopefully for all Masters Swimmers was a
memorable week, with new friends made, personal bests swum, and a good time
had by all.
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SAMS SAYS THANK YOU FREE STATE
FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL NATIONALS

KZN MASTERS REPORT

KZN Masters Swimming March and April
Well another successful SAMS Nationals come and gone and the end of the 2013/2014 swimming season is here.
Nationals went very well for our KZN swimmers:
27 KZN Honours times were achieved by 8 swimmers
4 SA Qualifying times were set- H.Campbell, A.Thatcher, and M.Bromfield (in 2events)
6 KZN Records were broken –A.Thatcher, W.Kokott, T.van der Merwe (2events), J.Hughes (2events)
1 SA Record broken – T.van der Merwe
Well done to all our swimmers.
A great time was had by all and our thanks go to Free State Masters for hosting such a super 30th SAMS Champs. Fun, Fellowship and
Fitness were evident and again many memories were made.
Our last gala of the season was held on the 13th April and with Champs over this was a more relaxed gala and many swimmers attempted
races they don’t usually swim. Next season watch out Breaststrokers-Morag will be joining you and Fiona will be joining the Butterfly
swimmers! A fiercely contested fun relay ended off the morning and fellowship was then enjoyed around our lunchtime braai. This gala
was a fitting ending to a good season for KZN Masters.

A report from Down Under from Jimmy Hughes.
Di and I were in Australia and had friends that were swimming Masters. A very interesting experience.
We unfortunately couldn't swim as all their galas are pre-entry only! There were 10 clubs and in total there are about 130 odd in Western
Australia. Each gala is on invitation and like this one, it was held in a vicinity easily accessible to this Leisure centre. If the distance is too
great then some times the entries are not as many. There were 6 events and 2 relays and a swimmer could only enter three events and
the relays. I would imagine that the events differ like ours? A total of 148 swimmers in all. Amazingly there is a club which represents only
disabled swimmers and they participate in regular events. It seems like the results are all done on meet manager and are posted up on the
wall like at our nationals. It is very formal and swimmers are called to a holding area like our nationals. Not as friendly as our meets and
we found this to be too formal!
There is an emphasis on open water swimming over there. Kieran, our ex swimmer, is doing an open water swim on Easter weekend of
10km in water temp of 15 degrees!
We have managed a bit of training the last two weeks in an indoor 50m heated pool but haven't had a swim in the sea as yet. And at 15
degrees I doubt it.

As they say in Oz ‘see ya'
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WESTERN PROVINCE MASTERS
The much anticipated National Champs in Bloemfontein was suddenly upon us and as we made our way to Bloemfontein we were
inundated with weather reports of lashing rain, thunderstorms and the like. Finally arriving at our destination we saw the sun peeping
through the clouds, giving the promise of a fantastic few days to come.
Wednesday saw the start of the champs and what a champs they were. Huge congratulations to Free State for putting on such a fabulous
show! The weather played along except for Friday when we huddled wet and soggy on the stand!
There was some spectacular swimming, with new records being posted, and a couple of new world records too! Congratulations to those
who broke records, won medals and helped their teams to new heights.
But it's not just about times and competition, but meeting up with old friends, and making new ones, and of course the spirit of Masters
swimming of fun and fitness.
We must congratulate our speed queens, Sanderina Kruger and Edith Otterman. Sanderina was the star at Nationals setting no less than 2
world records. A truly incredible feat. Edith was again the one to beat in the sprints winning the Dash for Cash again. We will also
remember those great tussles between our very own Cecelia Stanford and Heather Campbell. Great racing ladies.

SANDERINA KRUGER
THE QUEEN OF NATIONALS
TWO WORLD RECORDS AT NATIONALS
TWO WORLD RECORDS PRIOR TO NATIONALS
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Western Province Continued……………………..
Cape Town Masters decided in 2013 to do the Winter Fitness Challenge to raise money for a new prosthesis for Maura Sanderoff, a wellknown open water swimmer who lost her leg to cancer as a young girl. This is a follow on to that story.
Cape Town’s open water swimming community were endorsed by the Cape Long Distance Swimming Association in their ‘Swim a Leg for
Maura’ campaign which raised R100, 000 towards a new prosthesis for her. On 29 March 2014 a ‘thank you’ charity swim was held to
raise further funds to buy a special type of prosthetic leg which can be used to walk into water and on wet sand. This will make it easier
for her as she won’t have to worry about getting it wet when she enters and exits the water. She will also be able to shower with the leg
to warm up after a swim.
Almost R30, 000 remaining from last year’s donations and fundraisers will be added to funds raised by the 14 swimmers from the
weekend’s swim to buy the leg.

EASTERN PROVINCE MASTERS
Eastern Province
The first pic is the Bay Eagle Swim Team on our way to Bloemfontein.
The second pic is Bay Eagle Swim Team, 7 swimmers on our way back with a total of 38 medals between us.
Two swimmers received SA Colours for open water - Denise Bosman and Elsa Craig.

In closing………..keep smiling and keep laughing

So till next time, stay warm and………………….
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